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Morphological palatalization is a phenomenon whereby palatal articulation
(fronting of vowels, adding palatalization as a secondary articulation to
consonants, changing alveolars to alveopalatals) is a property associated with an
entire morpheme, not with individual segments. Within the Chadic language
family, morphological palatalization is best documented in the Biu-Mandara
branch, but it has been inherited as a feature in the West branch as well. This
paper explores palatalization phenomena in the West Branch that conceivably trace
their origin to morphological palatalization. In Miya, morphological palatalization
operates much as it does in Biu-Mandara languages, affecting entire morphemes
and associating with specific morphological processes. Duwai exhibits remnants
of morphological palatalization in certain verb alternations. Bole shows
alveolar/alveopalatal variations in specific lexical items that have no local
phonological explanation. In Hausa, the origin of palatal consonants has long
been a source of controversy. The paper argues that local phonological processes
of palatalization cannot account for a large number of the palatals in modern
Hausa, a claim that has implications for the analysis of the system of high
vowels.

1. Morphological Palatalization

Many languages in the Biu-Mandara branch of the Chadic familyl have a phenomenon which I will refer to as "morphological palatalization". Carl Hoffmann was
apparently the first person to describe this phenomenon, writing about Gude in
Hoffmann [1972],2 a paper which I have not seen, cited in Hoskison [1975:5], but
the phenomenon is now well-described for a number of other Biu-Mandara languages. Rather than a local effect whereby, say, s palatalizes to s before a front
vowel, morphological palatalization affects a whole word. Typical is the situation in
1 Newman [1977], in the classification followed here, proposes four major branches in the
Chadic family: West, comprising languages spoken in northern Nigeria; Biu-Mandara, comprising languages spoken in northeastern Nigeria and northern Cameroon; Masa, comprising
languages spoken in southwestern Chad, extending into eastern Cameroon; and East, comprising
languages in western and central Chad.
2 The title of Hoffmann's paper refers to "Mapuda" [mapuaa], a now archaic autonym of the
Gude [Hoskison 1975:4).
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Podoko, for which Swackhamer [n.d.] says, "Palatalization works as a word level
prosody. It affects the central vowels, causing Ial to be realized as [£] and Idl to be
realized as [i]. It affects the alveolar consonants, especially the fricatives, and in
some environments, the stops and the nasal In/." Thus, for example, the nonpalatalized root Ibazal 'to unearth' is pronounced [baza], but its imperative, which
is palatalized, is pronounced [beZ£].
In these languages, it is clear that morphological palatalization is a word level
phenomenon rather than a phoneme-level alternation because, first, it affects a
word globally, shifting pronunciation of both consonants and vowels, and second,
though it potentially affects all the segments of a word, it is often variable in the
extent to which it affects specific segments. Hoskison [1975:41] gives the following
routine for palatalizing the root consonants of the Gude VENTIVE form of the verb
(called "MOTION-TO-SPEAKER" by Hoskison), which consists of changing the stem
final vowel to Ial and palatalizing the word:
• Obligatorily change /d, n, s, z, ts, dzl to their palatal counterparts ['y, n,

s, z, c, J].

• If the root has none of the consonants above but it does contain one or
more other coronals, then palatalize at least one of those.
• If the root contains no coronals, then palatalize at least one other
consonant other than Iyl (lyl is not palatalizable, but no roots contain
only Iy/).
• Optionally palatalize any consonant in addition to the obligatory palatalizations above.
For example, the verb Is~bal 'drive away' has a "neutral" verbal noun [s~ban]
and a ventive verbal noun [slban], with obligatorily palatalized [s] but unpalatali zed [b].3 The "neutral" verbal noun of It~il 'sew' is [t~i~n], whereas the ventive verbal noun is [tHYan], with the medial lateral fricative palatalized, but not the
initial It/. The neutral verbal noun of Id~ml 'enter' is [d~m~na], whereas the
ventive is [gYiman], with the coronal Idl palatalized to [gY] but the labial 1m! not
palatalized. The root 16 w M 'sip', with only a labial consonant has neutral verbal
noun [6 W un] but ventive [64tn]. Note that morphological palatalization also affects
vowels. Hoskison, writing in a linear framework, described changes in vowels as
assimilations to neighboring palatalized consonants, but if one views morphological
palatalization as a word level prosodic pattern, there is no reason to give the
consonants priority.
Morphological palatalization in Biu-Mandara languages functions both as a
feature of certain morphosyntactic processes, such as the Podoko imperative or the
Gude ventive, and as an unpredictable lexical feature of certain words. Swackhamer [n.d.] cites pairs of words such as [patsa] 'sun' vs. [petse] (= /patsa/ +
palatalization) 'g-string' or [vula] 'bedbug' vs. [vule] (= Ivulal + palatalization)
'mollusk'. Gude has pairs such as [h~mi] 'to shoot' (cf. palatalized perfective form
[hY'l]) vs. [hYin] 'millet'.
3 Examples are from my own notes on Gude, which I worked on for about a year and a half in
the late 1970' s.
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Although morphological palatalization is fairly well described for a number of
Biu-Mandara languages, as far as I know, no one has done any comparative work
specifically on palatalization, such as reconstructing certain roots as palatalized and
others as non-palatalized or reconstructing particular morphological processes as
incorporating palatalization. In fact, the morphological processes associated with
palatalization differ from language to language, e.g., in Podoko, verbs in the
imperfective are palatalized [Jarvis n.d.:42ff.], whereas in Gude, verbs in the
perfective (= completive) are palatalized [Hoskison 1983:83ff.], making it unclear
whether we are dealing with analogous processes or true homologs. Despite our
current ignorance about comparative aspects of morphological palatalization, it
seems likely that this must be reconstructed as a feature of Biu-Mandara. It is too
widespread and too systematic among languages that are not particularly closely
related and not in contact with each other to be a result of either accidental
convergence or areal spread.
The hypothesis that morphological palatalization was a feature of proto-BiuMandara raises the question of whether it might be a feature inherited from an
even deeper historical level. This paper will suggest that there is evidence that the
answer to this question is, "Yes," at least to the level of the shared ancestor of BiuMandara and West Chadic. No West Chadic language so far described has morphological palatalization of the systematic and productive nature found in some
Biu-Mandara languages. However, at least one West Chadic language, Miya, does
have palatalization that works as a word level prosody, much as in Biu-Mandara
languages, and if one once thinks of morphological palatalization as having been a
feature of proto-West Chadic, a number of apparent anomalies in other languages
seem less of a puzzle. I will begin by briefly summarizing the situation in Miya.
Next I look at the Bade/Ngizim group, especially Duwai, where certain alternations
and other facts are reminiscent of morphological palatalization. Along with Miya,
these languages all belong to Newman's [1977] "B" sub-branch of West Chadic.
Languages of Newman's "A" sub-branch of West Chadic, which includes Hausa,4
also have what may be remnants of morphological palatalization. In West Chadic
"A", I begin by examining Bole, which has a rather "fluid" phonology, especially
in the coronal area, and I finally turn to Hausa and the vexed question of whether
the contrasts between words such as tunya 'cactus' vs. cinya 'thigh' reside in the
consonants or the vowels.

2. Miya S
In this section, I briefly summarize the description of Miya morphological palatalization in Schuh [1998:33-36]. The phonetic effects of morphological palatalization
in Miya, a West Chadic "B" language of the North Bauchi subgroup, are essen4 Recent comparative work that I have been doing on West Chadic has caused me to question a
close relationship between Hausa and other languages now considered West Chadic "A". There
is no question of the West Chadic affiliation of Hausa, however, and its exact place within West
Chadic would have no implications for the phenomena discussed in this paper.
5 Field work on Miya in 1982-83 was supported by a grant from the Wenner-Oren Foundation
for Anthropological Research.
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tially identical to those in Biu-Mandara languages. In a word with morphological
palatalization,
• the [+delayed release] coronals Its, dz, s, zl are obligatorily realized as
the palatal counterparts [c, j, sh, zh];6
• other consonants are optionally palatalized;
• /dl is almost always realized as [i] in word final position and frequently
in word medial position as well;
• Ia! is often realized as [e] (written "e" here-see footnote);
• Ia! is usually realized as [re].
As in the Biu-Mandara languages, these effects are somewhat variable from word
to word and in repetitions of the same word. In (1) are a few palatalized words,
written as I recorded them in my notes. The form between slashes is the segmental
form without palatalization.
(l)

titelz1w It~taluwl 'type of flute'
'pus'
eryz1w
larliwl
'cucumber'
mbyredli Imbadl~1

tyamatyam Itamatam/ 'stench'
azh)piy
laz~fYdyl
'tears'
avyadi
'buttocks'

Also as in Biu-Mandara languages, palatalization is a lexical feature of some words
and morphemes but not of others, though lexically palatalized words are very
much in the minority [Schuh 1998:35]. There are minimal pairs segmentally
distinguished only by palatalization, as in (2), for example.
(2)

'sesame'
at:5m
'song'
labadd 'shoulder'
m~r

m)r
'money'
atim
'nose'
lebedi a type of basket

Miya differs from Biu-Mandara languages in that morphological palatalization is
no longer a productive part of any morphological process. There are, however, a
few areas of morphology where a single root may have contrastive palatalized and
non-palatalized alternants. The morphological pairing which best illustrates this is
verb vs. derived verbal noun. For a number of verbs, the root form is not palatalized but the derived verbal noun is, as in (3).

6 Here and elsewhere I will use the following orthographic conventions: c = [tJ],j = [d3], sh =
[J], zlz = [3], tl = [i], dl in Miya and jl in Bade = [Bj. A palatal co-articulation of consonants
other than these will be represented by a y following the consonant, e.g., gy = [gY]. The vowel ;:}
= [i]. Medially, the short vowels which I will symbolize as i, u, e tend to have a lax pronunciation, phonetically more like [I, u, e]. A macron over a vowel represents a long vowel, though
in Miya, I represent phonetic [i:] and [u:] as iy and uw, respectively (see Schuh [1998:20-22] for
discussion). Grave accent indicates low tone. In Miya, acute accent on a domain initial syllable =
high tone. Elsewhere in Miya and Bade, acute accent = down stepped high. In Miya, syllables
unmarked for tone retain the tone of the nearest syllable to the left. In other languages, unmarked
syllables bear high tone.
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z;;)za
'flay'
but azh~zh;;) 'flaying'
tl;;)ma 'shave'
atlyam 'shaving'
(cf. tSdga 'sit', ats~;;) 'sitting' without palatalization)

'be fat'
but nlvazhi 'fatness'
';;)S;;)
'be sated'
'ishashi 'satiation'
(cf. t;;)ns;;) 'itch', tamaS;;) 'itching' without palatalization)
IdV;;)Z;;)

See Schuh [1998:36] for a few other areas where palatalization plays a morphological role, albeit a frozen, lexicalized one.

3. Duwai, Bade, and Ngizim7
Duwai, Bade, and Ngizim are three fairly closely related languages of the "B"
branch of West Chadic. They are thus first cousins of Miya within West Chadic
"B", in contrast to their more distant cousins in the "A" branch of West Chadic,
such as Bole and Hausa. Bade and Ngizim are particularly closely related, and in
fact, impressionistically, Ngizim resembles the Gashua dialect of Bade more than
that dialect resembles other Bade dialects, suggesting that some features shared
across Bade but not shared by Ngizim may be the result of areal diffusion rather
than shared inheritance (see Schuh [1981] for discussion of Bade dialects). Duwai,
on the other hand, is quite distinct from its sisters and clearly represents a separate
branch within this group. Bade is dialectally diverse [Schuh 1981] and Duwai
appears to be so, though I have little systematic information on Duwai dialects.
Looking at any of these languages purely on internal grounds, one would
probably not propose processes of morphological palatalization like those described
above for Biu-Mandara languages or Miya. Both Duwai and Ngizim have a
productive rule that changes alveolar consonants other than lateral fricatives, l, and
r to their palatal counterparts when an -i follows, such as in the examples in (4),
contrasting verbs in the perfective in each language with the subjunctive in Duwai
and the singular imperative in Ngizim.
This rule is NOT shared by any dialect of Bade (cf. Gashua Bade masu '(he)
bought', amasi 'buy!'). Since Bade and Ngizim comprise a genetic subgroup
separate from Duwai, Duwai and Ngizim must have developed locally conditioned
palatalization of alveolars independently and fairly recently rather than having
inherited it as a regular process from a common ancestor. Palatalization of alveolars before front vowels is, of course, a natural and widespread process in the
world's languages, but it would be a remarkable coincidence if two closely related

7 Data from Ngizim comes primarily from work in a comparative Chadic syntax project in 196970, supported by a National Science Foundation Grant (GS-2279, Paul Newman, Principal
Investigator). Data on Duwai and Bade come from two years field research when I was a Senior
Research Fellow in the Centre for the Study of Nigerian Languages of Ahmadu Bello University
(Paul Newman, Centre Director).
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(4) Phonologically conditioned palatalization in Duwai and Ngizim

Perfective
~fto

Duwai
Subjunctive
afci

Bdo

kaji
kl'yi

mfiso
tuzo

mashi
tuzhi

wfino

wanyi

kado

Perfective

'lie down'
'bite'
'eat meat'
'buy'
'tip to pour'
'milk'

Ngizim
Imperative

r~ptu

a-r~pci

zldu
kldu

a-zlji
a-kl'yi

kasu

a-kfishi

oozu

a-b~zhi

'open'
' slaughter'
'eat meat'
'sweep'
'leave'

tfinu

a-tfinyi

'remember'

languages would independently initiate this process and, moreover, initiate it for
exactly the same set of consonants (a set which differs from that of their distant
cousin, Hausa, which palatalizes only s, z, t, and to a lesser extent d-see below). I
will suggest that the seeds of the process already existed in proto-Duwail
Bade/Ngizim and that the convergent innovation was not to initiate palatalization,
but to "focus" it in the form we see it today.
In addition to this process of phonologically conditioned palatalization, Duwai
has a process which is more like that of the morphologically conditioned palatalizations of some Biu-Mandara languages. Some, but not all verbs palatalize the root
final consonant in the perfective but not in other TAM's (root final alveolars will,
of course, palatalize in TAM forms that end in -i by the general phonological rule
illustrated in (4) above). The table in (5) illustrates verbs in their perfective and
imperfective forms. In some of the examples, both perfective and imperfective
have phonetically identical endings [-uwo], but they are underlyingly different. The
perfective comes, historically, from *-d-W(U), and is realized as final -u in Bade and
Ngizim, e.g., Ngizim retu 'divide', d~bu 'erect'. In Duwai, the perfective comes
out as -uwo if the final consonant of the verb is a palatal or a labial (a strange
natural class!), e.g., recuwo 'divide', d~buwo 'erect', and as -0 elsewhere, e.g.,
nuto 'pass' (cf. Ngizim natu 'pass'). The imperfective comes, historically, from
*-a-w(u), e.g. Ngizim retaw 'will divide', d~baw 'will erect'. In Duwai, the -a
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becomes -8 if not phrase final, and assimilates to the - w suffix to become [u]. 8 In
my list of 380 Duwai verbs, there are none with palatalized labials, palatalized
liquids, or palatalized lateral fricatives.
(5) Duwai verbs with palatal consonant in the perfective
Perfective

Imperfecti ve

r~cuwo

retuwo

~bjuwo

~bduwo

'divide'
'greet'

pokshuwo

poksa

'postpone'

guzhguzhuwo

guzguzuwo

'teach, learn'

~gV~dyuwo9

~V~dU

'rot, spoil'

k~nyuwo

k~no

'spend the day'

~ckyuwo

~ckuwo

'cut in two'

~dgyuwo

Mgu

'become aware'

Palatalization of Duwai perfective verbs differs in important respects from BiuMandara languages where palatalization plays a morphological role. First, as
described in sections 1 and 2, palatalization in Biu-Mandara and Miya is a word
level prosody. In Duwai, palatalization in the perfective affects only the root final
consonant. Second, unlike Biu-Mandara languages, where morphological palatalization is a fixed part of marking particular TAM's, palatalization of verbs in the
perfective in Duwai is lexically specific and applies to only a minority of verbs. The
table in (6) gives figures for the number of verbs in my data that do and do not
alternate.
In addition to these systematic alternations associated with particular phonological or morphological environments, languages of the Duwai/Bade/Ngizim group
show apparently unsystematic differences in (non-)palatalization in cognate lexical
items. The table in (7) gives a sample. I have included Miya where a cognate is
available.

8 The -w(u) of the perfective and imperfective also have different origins. The perfective probably comes from a perfective marker *-ku, seen, for example in Bole-Tangale languages such as
Kirfi shall-kb 'he lay down'. The imperfective is from a definite determiner *ku, still heard with
the stop in Duwai imperfectives in the Dadigir dialect for verb forms ending in a voiceless
consonant, e.g., Yl cfdbJt-ko 'I will sell (it)'.
9 Note that the phonetic realization of 10./ under perfective palatalization is [efy], an alveolar with
palatal co-articulation, where feff palatalized by a following -i is ['y], a true palatal with glottal
articulation. I would want to check this with a range of speakers over a range of tokens before
asserting that this is a consistent distinction, however.
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(6) Numbers of Duwai verbs with and without alternating consonants

tIc
dJj

slsh

z/zJz
dhfy
niny
klky

glgy

Alternate
49
4
1
1
5
6
1
1

Only non-palatal
37
16
13
1
32

23
18
14

Only palatal
1 (only the monoverb cuwo 'beget')
0
2 (includes 1 monoverb shuwo 'lift')
0
0
1 (only the monoverb nyuwo 'bathe')
0
1 (the verb 'know'-see (7) below)

(7) West Chadic "B" palatal/alveolar correspondences

Duwai

Ngizim

Bade

Miya

(Western) 10

'iy

lie
zhlmen

jii

jan

z~manu

zlyam~m

k~shen

q~zhan

?Jqzan~n

qu~m

shislfl
ljmish

(g~zhiiw)

s~sakon

ash6wash6w

gamas

gAmas~n

ghamats~

shirl
zhlya
lshau

shinn
zha
shau

s~rcm

ts~r

zlyan
son

~zgyawo

z~au

~zgo

'two'
'war'
'excrement'
'know'

diiu

juwiik

juwan

atiwlY

'fly'

'dog'
'ostrich'
'Nile monitor'
'star'
'laughter'

(cf. g?Jmso 'laugh')

The point of these examples is to show cross-language variation in palatalization
in roots which does not seem to have a phonological explanation. In these examples, and in general, Duwai has more palatal consonants lexically than do Bade and
Ngizim. Bade appears to have undergone DEpalatalizatiion of *sh and *zh. In the
list here, the word for 'star' is not only palatalized in Duwai and probably Ngizim
(it is not clear exactly how to relate the Ngizim word to the others), but also in
Miya. Depalatalization as a process in Bade is evident in borrowed words where
words in the source language must have had palatals, e.g., Bade s~nkafcfn 'rice',
10 In the Western dialect of Bade, all nouns have a suffix -n in citation form [Lukas 1968, Schuh
1973174]. The word for 'star' ends in a productive diminutive suffix -ako-.
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probably from Hausa sh)nk§f§. Bade has no words with sh or zh, but it does have
c andj, e.g., dkc~ku 'sift' (cf. Ngizim c~cku 'strain'), juwan 'fly' (the insect) (cf.
Ngizim juwak). The word for 'fly' is of interest because it is NOT palatalized in
Duwai, though it is in Miya, as the vowels indicate (assuming the Miya word is
cognate-the d - t correspondence is problematic).
Of particular interest are words where Duwai has both a palatal consonant and
a vowel e, as in the words 'dog', 'ostrich', 'Nile monitor' in (7). Evidence points
against reconstructing mid vowels for early stages of Chadic in general and for
West Chadic "B" in particular. In West Chadic "B" languages, virtually all mid
vowels transparently come from monophthongization of the diphthongs ai and au,
from borrowings, and, relevant to this study, from palatalization of a. Thus, in a
word like k~shen 'Nile monitor', we cannot use -e- to explain the palatal sh if *e is
not a reconstructable phonemic vowel, and we cannot explain sh as conditioning a
change *a > e because the original consonant was *z (cf. the Bade word and Miya
guz~m-I do not, at the moment, have an explanation for devoicing of the consonant in Duwai). If, however, we assume that this group of languages inherited
morphological palatalization as a non-productive, but still present phenomenon,
something like what we see in Miya today, we can explain these facts. The
different languages have frozen the original word prosody as lexicalized palatal
segments in certain words and/or have converted it to a local phonologically
conditioned change, as illustrated in (4) for Duwai and Ngizim. Only Duwai
preserves more active remnants of the earlier system with palatalization of a subset
of verbs in the perfective and in the related pair g~mso 'laugh', fjmish 'laughter', a
verb/verbal noun pair like those in Miya. 11
To conclude this section, consider the historical derivations in (8) of a pair of
words which, by the hypotheses here, differed only in the presence or absence of
morphological palatalization at the proto-DuwailNgizimlBade level.
*Ma 'eye'

(8)

*'d
d a[+pal] ' d
og'

Duwai
NA

Ngizim
NA

Duwai

Ngizim

)je

lje

BINg initial V loss

NA

da

NA

jt

Duwai V lengthening

Ida

NA

lie

NA

Loss of MP as a
prosody

(Ida)

(da)

(ije)

jii

Ida

da

-,.

Palatalization
(proto-DINg/B)

l Modern form

~/e

jii

11 A detailed study of Duwai would probably reveal more lexicalized pairs such as this, but I
have not yet come across any in my rather limited data.
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REMARKS:
(1) These words

are cognate with Bole Ido 'eye' and ada 'dog', respectively. The
initial a- of Bole 'dog' must result from assimilation of *d- to the final -a. At
this time I have no explanation for the final -o/-a correspondence for 'eye'.
'Dog' is likewise cognate with Miya 'iy. In the North Bauchi languages, of
which Miya is a member, non-initial *d and *t have fairly regularly changed to
y (cf. Miya miy 'die' vs. Bole motu, Miya klyim 'crocodile' vs. Bole kadam),
and in Miya, all original word final vowels in monomorphemic words have
been apocopated.
(2) BIN initial V loss: Initial *d- in open syllables has regularly been lost in Bade
and Ngizim, a shared innovation which groups these languages as distinct from
Duwai. This is probably not really a sound change, but rather a historical
reinterpretation. Throughout this language group, vowels in hiatus coalesce,
e.g., Bade laci ~kful --t [acdkfu] 'he entered'. At an earlier stage, in an utterance such as */ku5d ~da; --t [ku5dda] '(he) closed (his) eye', the underlying
form of 'eye' would have been ambiguous between Iddal or simply Ida/. The
immediate ancestor language to Bade and Ngizim selected the latter interpretation across the board for such words-cf. also Duwai lshau vs. Ngizim
shau, Bade son in table (7).
(3) Duwai V lengthening: Duwai has regularly lengthened "real" vowels in nonfinal open syllables, where by "real" I mean non-epenthetic vowels, i.e., vowels
whose presence and quality are not predictable on the basis of syllable structure. This affected both medial vowels, e.g., Duwai mcIso 'buy' (cf. Bade
masu), and initial vowels, e.g., Duwai cIzh~mok 'Acacia seyal' (cf. Bade
az?;,man). Lengthened initial *d > [1] in Duwai, possibly also a remnant of palatalization because, like many Chadic languages, Duwai does tolerate phonetic
long [g].
(4) Loss of MP as a prosody: The palatalized variant of Ia! in languages with
morphological palatalization is usually [E] (see fn. 6), but Ia! in palatalized
words often does not undergo perceptible fronting (see a number of the
examples in the section on Miya). Once Bade and Ngizim lost morphological
palatalization as a word level prosody, the vowel Ia! emerged in its canonical
phonetic realization. In Duwai, assuming we do not want to say that it has true
morpholological palatalization, *a seems to have been phonologized as a front
vowel, written "e" here, in words that originally had prosodic palatalization.
4. Bole 12
We now tum to languages of the "A" subgroup of West Chadic. As far as I know,
there are no West Chadic "A" languages that have anything resembling prosodic
12 This section is a write-up of an oral presentation given at the UCLA Linguistics Phonology
Seminar, May 15,2001. That presentation was, in turn, an expansion and refinement of a
section of Schuh and Gimba [2000bj. Work on Bole has been supported by a National Science
Foundation grant (BCS9905180, Russell G. Schuh, Principal Investigator).
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palatalization of whole words. Nonetheless, some West Chadic "A" languages
present problems of interpretation with respect to palatalization. In the preceding
sections, I have tried to present a credible case for claiming that proto-West Chadic
inherited morphological palatalization from its immediate ancestor. This background may give us a way to address some issues that West Chadic "A"
languages raise.
The Bole phonetic coronal obstruent inventory includes the following sounds:
[t, d, 0, c, j, s, z, sh, nd, nj, nz]. There are no active alternations between any of the
alveolars and their palatal counterparts, though a few frozen singular/plural
alternants in nouns suggest that there was at one time at least a rule palatalizing z
before front vowels, e.g., gaze'l, pI. gajje 'rooster', garza, pI. goraji 'man'. In
modem Bole, there are no such alternates associating the corresponding voiceless
fricative pair s/sh, i.e., in a singular/plural pair like kosum, pI. kosse 'rat', nor is
there any evidence, internal or comparative, to suggest that the alveolar stops ever
alternated with their palatal counterparts-d. Bole dlshi-13 'grandchild' vs. Hausa
JIka, Bole (j 'eat' vs. Hausa ci, where the Hausa cognates DO have palatals before
front vowels. Discussion here will thus focus only on the sets s/sh/c and zlj,
assuming a historical relationship between the members of each set.
There is no question that Is, shl and /z, jI represent four separate phonemes in
Modem Bole. There are (near) minimal sets of words contrasting the alveolar and
palatal counterpart of each pair (9). I include [c] in the palatal column together
with [sh]. This sound occurs word initial in Bole in only a few words, always in
variation with [sh]. Medially, [c] occurs only as a geminate in variation with [ssh].
(9) Bole words showing a contrast between alveolars and palatals
Alveolar (s, z)
sit
ideophone for black
'fire'
osi
'shooting, stinging'
besl
sa
general negative marker
ideophone for earliness
sap

dasa
messe
ziI1a
.> •
zan
Goza

'jealousy'
'remainder'
'forked pole'
'rope'
'Goza person'

Palatal (shlc,j)

shit
oshi
beshi
sha
cap, shap
dasha
mecce
)a1a
)01
....
sOJa
~

~

ideophone for red
'goat'
'pounding a nail'
'circumcision'
'all'
type of sorghum
'travelling'

Albizia chevalieri
ideophone for jumping
'soldier'

13 The plural dikke 'grandchildren' shows the origin of the medial sh < *k. This probably
represents an innovation at the proto-Bole-Tangale level--cf. 2nd feminine singular shi 'you' as
the form for this pronoun in all the Bole-Tangale languages vs. Hausa ki.

(10)

Variation of palatals and alveolars within the Fika dialect

o00

s - sh - c

sanji - shanji - canji

'pumpkin'

z- J
zulu - julu

sansala - shanshala - cancala

'cattle egret'

zautu - jautu

'combing'

inso - insho - inco

'today'

gazor - gajor

'throat'

cap - shap

'all'

ziir - jiir

'a stick of "".'

mansuwa - manshuwa

'he grew old'

zlrcfuw6yi - jIrcfuw6yi

'he tightened it'

'cooked pumpkin'

--

(11)

Variation of palatals and alveolars across dialects (some of these may also vary within a dialect)
s - sh
Gadaka
slnsor

Fika
shlnshor

sam sam

shamsham

dlsa
shecfi

'dew'

J
Gadaka
zo

Fika
jo

'running'

'fermented'

zanga

janga

'mud for building'

Z -

dlsha
secfi

~
~

~"

5"

~
~

8";::::
t"-<

5"

I)Q

;::

1::;"
....

~"

-Vol

'vulture'

kanzau

kanjau

type of drum

,.-.,

'medicine'

waja

waza

'mare'

'-"

---

-

----

N

tv

(12)

o
o

Alveolar - palatal variation affecting borrowed words

tv

Bole
saidu

Source
shaida < Hausa < Arabic

'testify'

shashu - sasu

sake < Hausa

'do again'

zankar (Gadaka)

cf Ngizimjankar

'louse'

rlgljiim - rlglziim

riglziim < Kanuri < Arabic

'bridle'
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Despite the clear contrast between Izl and Ijl and between lsi and Ish! (the latter
with an allophone [c]), many words allow apparent free variation between alveolars and their palatal counterparts. This variation takes place both within the Fika
dialect, the focus of this discussion, and across dialects (see (10)-(12». Moreover, it
affects borrowed words, sometimes depalatalizing an original palatal, sometimes
palatalizing an original alveolar, and sometimes allowing variation.
The word meaning 'do again' from Hausa sake (phonetically [saky~]) is of
particular interest. Bole speakers who have acquired Hausa in adulthood as a
second language realize Hausa /kyl and Igyl as [c] and Ul respectively, e.g., Hausa
da kyau 'good!' (lit: "with goodness") with a "Bole accent" becomes [dacau]. In
Hausa, Ik/ automatically palatalizes to /kyl before front vowels, meaning that Bole
speakers "hear" Hausa [saky~] as [sac~], but because word medial [c] occurs
only as a geminate realization of Ish!, this is reinterpreted as Isashe/. As we will see
below, alveolar and palatal fricatives cannot co-occur in the same word, meaning
that the borrowed Hausa root must thus be either [sas-] or [shash-].
A number of questions arise from the observations that, on the one hand, the
alveolar fricatives and their palatal counterparts are in contrast, whereas on the
other hand, they seem to be in free variation in at least some words. The first
question is the extent to which alveolar or palatal pronunciation is stable versus
variable. Looking only at tokens from the Fika dialect, I compiled the following
figures from Schuh and Gimba [2000a]:
Word initial
179 words with initial [s]
82 words with initial [sh]
261 TOTAL with s - sh
13 show variation

114 words with initial [z]
91 words with initial Ul
205 TOTAL with initial z - j
11 show variation

Word medial (intervocalic C2)
109 words with [s] as C2
76 words with [sh] as C2 (includes [cc])
185 TOTAL with s - sh - cc as C2
6 show variation

39 words with [z] as C2
41 words with Ul as C2
80 TOTAL with z - j as C2
6 show variation

These figures show that the number of words that admit alveolar/palatal variation is only a small percentage of the total of the words containing one of these
sounds. The figures represent only those entries for which Schuh and Gimba
[2000a] actually list variants. Were we to check every entry for acceptable variation, the figures would be considerably higher, but probably still well below 50%.
It is worth noting that no entries with medial geminates show variation within the
Fika dialect, suggesting that gemination stabilizes an alveolar or a palatal pronunci-
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ation, though some entries with geminates differ dialectally, e.g., Fika pocco
'arrow', Gadaka posso.
Another question is whether there is any correlation between alveolar or palatal
pronunciation and environment. The table in (13) gives figures for the four consonants in initial position before the five vowels of Bole. These figures include all
tokens for each of the consonants. Thus, if a word has variants with both sand sh,
it is included with figures for both those consonants.
(13)

# 1
#
e
#
a
#
u
#_0
Total:

s

sh

z

26

27
6
32

8
10
42
20
30
110

9

58
42
42

~

177

80

9

J

23
9

35
11

U
91

The only figure here that suggests that palatalization might be or have been in
part phonologically conditioned is the fairly large difference in numbers of z vs. j
before i. The palatals, especially sh, seem to be rather strongly DISfavored before
the round vowels, but it is unlikely that this reflects a process of DEpalatalization,
given the fact that Ish! and Ijl are otherwise common sounds in Bole. In the case of
s/sh before i and all the consonants before a, there is no obvious trend.
A final point of interest, alluded to in the discussion of Bole reflexes of the
borrowed Hausa word sak~, is co-occurrence restrictions on alveolar fricatives and
their palatal counterparts. In words that contain more than one such sound, all
tokens of the sound must be either alveolar or palatal, as in (14). I found only two
counterexamples to this generalization, viz. jesa 'mane of a horse' and soja
'soldier' < Hausa < English.
(14)

sh)nshor (Gadaka s)nsor) 'dew', but not *slnshor or *shlnsor
soso
'patch on clothes', but not *sosho or *shoso
janja (Gadaka zanza)
'star', but not *zfmja or *jfmza
z§.zoki
'Pterocarpus erinaceus',
but not *zajoki or *jazoki

The facts regarding Bole alveolars vs. their palatal counterparts are reminiscent
of the facts in languages with morphological palatalization: lexical contrasts can
depend on the alveolar vs. palatal distinction; one finds alternants of the same root
differing with respect to whether a coronal consonant is pronounced with alveolar
or palatal articulation; alveolar tokens across the lexicon in general outnumber
palatal tokens, and the number of words with alveolar vs. palatal variants is a
relatively small percentage of the total words containing coronal consonants;
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palatal vs. non-palatal pronunciation tends to be a word level rather than a phoneme level difference.
With respect to this last observation, Bole has morpholexically related word
pairs that could, in principle, be interpreted as involving word level prosody. Certain verb classes have verbal nouns and/or subjunctive forms ending in -e. When
the verb root has an internal /-a-/, that vowel becomes [e], as in (ISa). Similarly, in
the demonstrative system, the proximal forms systematically have a vowel pattern
-e ... e- whereas the distal forms have a pattern -a ... a-, as in (ISb). Finally, there
are a few etymologically related word pairs that are reminiscent of the types of
pairing in Biu-Mandara and Miya, as in (ISc).
(15) a pata-wa

'he went out'
basa-wo-yi 'he shot (it)'

b. ama'

assa'
c. warda
gompor
mbattam

'that one'
'there (it) is'

pete
bese-YI

'going out'
'he should shoot (it)'

eme
esse

'this one'
'here (it) is'

A

'fart'
'biliousness'
yeredi
'bamboo door closure' gemplrem 'awning over doorway'
ideophone for 'fat' = mbeccem

It is hard to say, however, whether this is best viewed as a word level prosody
or as phonological assimilation. On the side of word level prosody associated with
a particular morphological pattern is the fact that the an a-e pattern is not phonologically disallowed, e.g., are 'type, race', mate 'them'. On the side of phonological assimilation, borrowed words with an a-e pattern in the donor language are
usually adapted as e-e, e.g., reke 'sugar cane' < Hausa rake, gede 'different' <
Kanuri gade 'other'.
There are some important differences between Bole and languages with
morphological palatalization. First, in the latter type of language, words are either
palatalized or they are not, whereas in Bole, while this is true for some words,
other words vary in palatality. Second, a hallmark of morphological palatalization,
even in languages like Miya or Duwai, where it is not productive, is that the
presence or absence of palatalized consonants is associated with differences in
morphology-perfective vs. other TAM's, finite verbs vs. verbal nouns, etc. In
Bole, essentially the opposite is the case. Coronal consonants in a given root do not
alternate regardless of vocalic context, i.e., the consonants of a root tend to retain a
single phonetic identity in all their morphological instantiations. This is particularly
clear in verbs, where nearly every verb root has forms ending in each of the five
vowels of Bole. The table below shows just one root for each of the root final
consonants Is, sh, z, jI, but this list of roots and the range of environments could be
greatly expanded. The root final consonants of most verbs are stable, but the few
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verbs that have variable consonants can vary in all environments, e.g., busu-wo =
bushu-wo 'he spent the day', busi = bushi 'spending the day',1 4
(16) Bole verb forms showing absence of consonant alternations with respect
to following vowels
Non-front vowel environment
Invariable lsi
bas8woyi

Invariable Ish!
pashuwoyi
pasha (*pusa)
Invariable IzJ
I uZ8woyi

Front vowel environment

'he shot (it)'
'he spun (it)'

bes} (*beshl)
bese (*beshe)

'shooting'
'spinning'

'he washed (it)'
'washing'

pashli

'wash (it)!'

'he spread (it) to dry'

I uze (*uje)

'spreading to dry' I

Invariable /'I (the verb below is the onl verb with a root final 'J)
'he bought (it)'
goj;}
'buying' (DVN)
'buying' (gerund)
In summary, Bole clearly does not have morphological palatalization as a
productive or even moribund process. However, it shows a type of variation
between alveolar consonants and their palatal counterparts that is not conditioned
by local phonological environments nor is it a common type of variation crosslinguistically. In the historical context presented in the preceding sections, this
rather unusual situation in Bole may find its source in an ancestral language where
morphological palatalization created word variants that did not arise from local
phonological conditioning. Association of variation in coronal consonants with
specific morphological contexts was probably lost well before Bole became an
independent language, but the variation itself persists.

5. Hausa
The status of palatalization in Hausa is reminiscent of that in Ngizim. Neither
language exhibits the properties of morphological palatalization seen in BiuMandara languages or Miya. On the other hand, in both languages, there is a rule
14 The latter word is used in the common greeting, Bark&' bushi! 'Good afternoon!' I never
heard this greeting pronounced as busi. This pronunciation mayor may not be used, but if not,
this is probably just a case where a specific pronunciation is stabilized in a particular context.
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changing alveolar stops and fricatives to their palatal counterparts before front
vowels, and there are also lexical palatal consonants that have no apparent explanation in such a rule. Thus, in the same way that no rule of modern Ngizim can
explain the relationship of the j in ja 'dog' to the d in Bole ada, no rule of Rausa
can explain the relationship of j in ja 'red' to the d in Bole dai.
In the discussion below, I will first outline the facts of locally conditioned
palatalization in Rausa. Next, I will note the existence of palatalized and palatal
consonants in Rausa that the language must have inherited rather than developed
through a locally conditioned palatalization process. This will provide prima facie
evidence that many palatal consonants in Rausa have a source other than phonological assimilation, either synchronic or historical. I will then turn to the question
of whether or not medial short [i] and [u] are in phonological contrast. In Modern
Rausa, the source of differentiation of word pairs such as gida 'house' vs. gilda
'unit' or cinya 'thigh' vs. tunya 'cactus' is ambiguous between whether it is a
contrast between the vowels, which condition differences in the consonants, or
between the consonants, which condition differences in the vowels. I will argue
that although the explanation for some palatal consonants in Rausa is undoubtedly
palatalization of original alveolars before phonetically fronted high vowels, there is
not now, nor has there probably ever been a phonological contrast between medial
short [i] and [u] and that at least some palatal consonants before these vowels
must have been inherited as palatals. One historical source of those inherited
palatals may be morphological palatalization, which I have argued was a part of
proto-West Chadic morphophonology.

5.1. Palatalization of alveolars and consonants with palatal coarticulation.
Rausa has a well-documented rule that palatalizes alveolar modal obstruents before
front vowels (see Newman [2000:414-417] for a fuller discussion). I illustrate this
in (17) for all the relevant consonants before both front vowels.
This process is virtually 100% productive 15 for a range of morphological
processes where a lexical base has variants with both final back and front vowels.
Morphological forms where this arises include noun plurals, verbal nouns, and
derived or inflected verbal forms, some of which are illustrated in the table in (17).
There are also related forms that do not arise from productive processes but show
palatalization, e.g., gaza 'lack' vs. gaji 'be tired', san] = shina 'know', zama
'remain, stay' vs. jima 'spend time'. Note that in the latter two cases, palatalization takes place before an internal vowel.
Despite the productivity of alveolar - alveopalatal alternation, Newman [2000:
414] points out that palatalization does not have the status of a productive phonological rule in modem Rausa. Alveolar consonants before front vowels in loan15 Newman [2000:415-416] notes that /d/ has a different status from the other consonants.
First, /d/ systematically fails to palatalize if preceded by n, e.g., 91ndi 'base' (cf. hand 'nose',
pI. hantumi). Second, there are numerous words in which /d/ does not palatalize in environments
where the other consonants would, e.g., bida 'thatching needle', pI. bidi5di (cf. the singular and
plural of 'flag' in the table).

......
......

.j:>.

(17) Palatalization of Hausa alveolar obstruents before front vowels

~
>:l...

I_e

I_i

,

~.

sa[J

'theft'

sace

'steal all'

S·

gudu

'run'

a guje

'at a run'

~
"'I

'roasted meat'

dasJ

'transplant'

dashe

'seedlings'

'chickens'

bazJ

'spread'

baj~

'scatter'

t -7 c

tiitJ

'flag'

tiitOc7

'flags'

d -7 j

gada

'inheritance'

gargajiya 'tradition'

s -7 sh

gasa

'roast'

gaslll

z -7 j

kJza

'hen'

kJji

;:;.
~
~

t:"--<

~.

::::

1:; .
......

a·w

(18) Contrast between plain, labialized, aild palatalized velars
Plain
kanwa

'potash'

Labialized
kwanya
'occiput'

gara

'wedding gifts'

gwari

KaurI

'smell of burning hair'

KwaurI

-----------

......

......
---.......
N

Palatalized
kyanwJ

'cat'

'grasshopper sp. '

gyara

'repair'

'shin'

Kyaure

'door panel'

L-______________________

'-"

N

o
o

N
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words do not undergo palatalization, even though they are subject to other phonological adaptations such as epenthesis and epheresis, e.g., tikiti 'ticket', fiNis 'necessarily' « Fulfulde), dIgITi '(university) degree', slyasa 'politics' « Arabic), zIna
'fornication' « Arabic). Alveolars in loanwords do generally palatalize when they
participate in one of the regular processes that condition palatalization in native
words, e.g., tikitOcl 'tickets', with t ---7 e in the reduplicated plural. In addition to
borrowed words, there are some apparent native words, especially with initial t,
that have not undergone palatalization, e.g. aKa 'make a huge thing, such as a
granary'. The facts as we have them in modem Hausa therefore do not present
unequivocal evidence that palatalization of alveolars before front vowels was ever
an automatic phonological rule.
Modem Hausa has a three-way contrast in velar consonants between plain
velars, velars with labial co-articulation, and velars with palatal co-articulation, as
shown in (18).
Plain velars and velars with labial co-articulation appear universally in Chadic
languages and obviously formed part of the proto-Chadic phonological system.
Velars with palatal co-articulation, on the other hand, are much less common.
Indeed, other than Hausa, the only languages I know of that have palatalized velars
in contrast with plain and labialized velars are languages with morphological palatalization or clear remnants of it. Some dialects of Hausa also have a small number
of words with palatalized labials in contrast with plain labials, though Standard
Hausa has tended to lose the palatalization in such words. (No dialect of Hausa has
palatalized my.)
(19) Hausa dialectal forms with palatalized labials
Plain
balle
8ata
faoa
face

'how much less .. .'
'spoil'
'fall on'
'except that'

Palatalized
bya1l6 = ba1l6
8yasa = 8asa
fyaoa = faoa
fyace = face

'a spark'
'twist or pluck off fruit'
'hit with flexible whip'
'blow one's nose'

I see no explanation for the existence of palatalized velars and labials in
apparently native Hausa words other than inheritance. The fact that palatal coarticulation as a phonological feature in Chadic languages seems to be almost
entirely restricted to languages that have morphological palatalization suggests that
Hausa has inherited these consonants from an ancestral language that had this
property.
5.2. Inherited (alveo)palatal consonants. Hausa does not have any coronal
consonants with palatal co-articulation. The palatalized counterparts of alveolar
obstruents (ty, dy, etc.), if they ever existed, have fallen together with the alveopalatal coronals (e, j, etc.). Palatalized sonorants (ry, ny, etc.), if they ever existed,
have fallen together with their plain counterparts. Although Hausa does have a
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conditioned rule palatalizing coronal obstruents, it must also have inherited words
with palatal coronals in contrast with alveolars. This is most obvious in words
where Ia! or Ia! follow the palatal, e.g., sha 'drink',ja 'red', cafe 'catch'. In such
words, the existence of a palatal has no phonological explanation. To get a rough
idea of how alveolars and their palatal counterparts are distributed with respect to
following vowels, I counted the number of pages in Bargery [1934] of words
beginning in CorY, where Cor = each of the coronal (= alveolar and palatal)
obstruent consonants and V = each of the five vowels. In the tables in (20), the
numbers under the consonant represent the number of pages in Bargery for each
CorY combination. The numbers for d are inflated because Bargery mixes modal d
and implosive d.
(20) Number of pages in Bargery [1934] for #[ +coronal] V ...
Voiceless
t

% oft

a

48.00

64.00%

4.50

u

19.00

e

0.50

0.67%

3.00

4.00%

Cor_

o
Total

% of c

s

% of s

sh

% of sh

8.00

29.09%

45.00

69.23%

17.00

59.65%

6.00%

12.00

43.64%

4.00

6.15%

7.00

24.56%

25.33%

3.00

10.91%

l3.00

20.00%

2.00

7.02%

1.50

5.45%

0.00

0.00%

2.50

8.77%

3.00

10.91%

3.00

4.62%

0.00

0.00%

c

27.50

75.00

28.50

65.00

Voiced
Cor_

a

% ofd

d
76.00

% of z

z

% ofj

j

67.56%

22.00

30.56%

11.50

40.35%

11.50

10.22%

2l.00

29.17%

12.00

42.11%

u

17.00

15.11%

9.00

12.50%

2.00

7.02%

e

l.00

0.89%

0.00

2.50

8.77%

o

7.00

6.22%

20.00

0.50

1.75%

Total

112.50

72.00

0.00% '
27.78%

28.50

Of particular interest is the comparison of the numbers for Ca vs. Ci. If local
palatalization of alveolars were a major factor in accounting for words with initial
palatal consonants, then we would expect a strong skewing of alveolars toward a
following a and palatals toward a following i. The alveolar sounds t, s, and d do
show much higher figures in I_a than in I_i, but the palatal counterparts c, sh,
j show nothing like a complementary skewing. Indeed, the distribution of sh is
skewed IN FAVOR OF the I_a environment at a level comparable to the alveolars.
And though c is somewhat skewed toward I_i as compared to I_a, the total
percentage of c before the back vowels u and 0 (21.82%) is comparable to that for
its alveolar counterpart t (29.33%). In short, though these counts provide a rather
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gross way of estimating CorV distribution, it is obvious that there are far too many
words with unconditioned palatals in Hausa to warrant any source other than
direct inheritance. The two possible (though not mutually exclusive) sources are
the presence of palatals in the original phoneme inventory and the effect of
morphologically conditioned palatalization on underlying alveolars.
5.3. Hausa high vowels and the source of phonologically conditioned word
initial palatals. Section 5.1 presented an active rule that palatalizes underlying
alveolar consonants before front vowels, but this rule is confined almost entirely to
word final morphological alternations. In particular, it does not apply to word initial
Ci sequences, e.g., tikifi 'ticket', not *cikifi or *cikid. Section 5.2 provided data
on the distribution of alveolar and palatal consonants. This data showed that Hausa
must have inherited word initial palatal consonants. The distributional patterns
show that Hausa has significant numbers of palatals that cannot trace their origin
to phonologically conditioned palatalization of erstwhile alveolars.
There is, however, a modem Hausa relationship between coronal consonant
types and vowel types: words like dka 'be full', with an initial palatal, are pronounced with an invariable [i], whereas words like tuRaltIRa 'ruminating', with an
initial alveolar, tend to be pronounced with [u] or to vary dialectally or even
idiolectally between [u] and [i]. A not-unreasonable hypothesis would be that pairs
like this represent an original distinction between *ti and *tu, that a once fully
active palatalization rule changed the former to ci, and that only later did the
palatalization rule become restricted as it is now. Put differently, pairs of words like
those just cited could provide evidence for a proto-Hausa distinction between
medial short *i and *u. In the remainder of this paper, I will argue that this is
incorrect. Hausa does not now have nor has it ever had a phonemic distinction
between medial short Iii and lui. The implication of this claim is that NO initial
palatals can trace their origin to palatalization of alveolars before an underlying
medial Iii. Many, if not most words with initial palatals, such as dka, probably have
been inherited as such, and it is the consonant that conditions the invariable front
vowel. Vowel variation after alveolars, as in tuRa/tIRa, reflects the non-contrastive
nature of the phonetic vowels. Some word initial palatals may derive from erstwhile alveolars through phonological processes, but a path for this exists without
reconstructing a medial contrast between short /il and lui.
5.3.1. The Hausa vowel system. Hausa has a 10 way vowel contrast in word final
position, i.e., the five vowels i, e, a, U, 0 both long and short, and a five way
contrast word medial between the five long vowels (see (21)). There is no contrast
between short medial a, e, and o. Medial short mid vowels are neutralized to short
[a]. For example, when the "definite article" :n is added to the words kara
'stalks', kare 'dog', and karo 'collision', closing the final syllables and automatically shortening the final vowels, the words in normal speech are distinguished
only by tone, viz. [karal)]' [karal)], [karal)]' respectively.
On these facts, all Hausa language specialists agree as far as I know. The main
problems of analysis in Hausa vowel phonology are in the analysis of medial short
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(21) Final and medial Hausa vowel contrasts
Final
tali
farl
(ta) tare
tare
(ya) tara
tara
taru
(sun) taru
taro
Mairo

Medial
'a collection, a pile'
'beginning'
'(she) moved to new house'
'together'
'(he) collected'
'nine'
'fishing net'
'(they) gathered'
'gathering'
a woman's name

rlml

'kapok tree'

rema

'hyrax'

,

ram1

'hole'

ru8e

'spoil'

rom 0

'broth'

high vowels. One position, taken most forcefully by Paul Newman [see Newman
1979: 175-176, Newman 2000:400, 414], maintains that medial short Iii and lui are
in contrast, or at least have been until recently. The other position-the one taken
in this paper-is that these vowels are not in contrast, or, put another way, in nonfinal position, the only contrastive feature between short vowels is [+highJ vs.
[-highj.16
The traditional method for demonstrating a contrast between segments is to cite
minimal pairs. Though this type of argument has been used to support a contrast
between medial short high vowels, the evidence is equivocal at best. Some pairs,
like dkaltuf(a, cited in the previous section, are not "minimal", in that both the
vowels and the consonants differ. Thus, depending on one's point of view, these
pairs could support either a position that vowels influence consonants or consonants influence vowels. There are putative pairs like riga 'precede' vs. ruga
'Fulani camp', where appeal to consonantal effect is absent, but such examples are
hard to come by, and I have seen no such pairs where questions about the validity
of the data do not arise. For example, during a recent trip to Nigeria, I heard the
word for 'Fulani camp' pronounced [riga] on two different occasions by different
speakers in different towns. The dictionaries give ruga for 'Fulani camp', but we
have no knowledge of the source of this word in terms of speaker, place, or time,
much less whether the speaker(s) who provided this word contrasted it with [riga]
'precede' .

16 As in many other areas of Hausa grammar, F.W. Parsons was the pioneer in the analysis of
Hausa vowels, and in particular, in the proposal that medial short [i] and [u] are not in contrast.
He first laid out his analysis in a massive manuscript, Parsons [n.d.], major ideas of which were
published in more succinct form in Parsons [1970]. Parsons' analysis, influenced by the ideas of
1. R. Firth, accounted for phonetic realization of words in terms of "prosodies" over domains
greater than individual segments. One need not accept Parsons' analytical framework in order to
accept his insight that the coloring of medial short high vowels is directly linked to the consonantal environment.
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There is one type of apparently true minimal pair where the data are not in
dispute. These are pairs of words containing the sequence VELAR + i - U., e.g.
gida 'house' and guda 'lump, unit'. But the standard orthography is deceptive.
These words are pronounced [gYida] and [gWuda], respectively. Front vowels
condition palatalization of preceding velars and round vowels condition
labialization, so one could argue that the vowels contrast and condition the
differences in the velars. However, as demonstrated in §5.1, Hausa has an
independently required contrast between plain, palatalized, and labialized velars.
One can thus argue that it is the velars which contrast here and that they condition
fronting or backing and rounding of the following vowel, a process that
unambiguously accounts for vowel quality differences in languages like Miya and
Ngizim. In Ngizim, k~ru 'steal' differs minimally from kuru 'refuse'. Like Hausa,
Ngizim has a contrast between Iii and lui before pause, e.g. gazabl 'kite' vs.
gababu 'billygoat', but phrase medial, this contrast is neutralized to [0, ;:}, i, u]
depending on the environment, e.g., gazab~ bai 'not a kite', gabaM bai 'not a
billygoat'. The contrast between k~ru and kuru therefore cannot reside in the
vowels. It must be a function of the initial consonants, viz. Ik~rul vs. Ikw~rul. The
only difference between Ngizim and Hausa would thus be the phonetic range that
the languages allow for their high vowels.
Newman has another type of argument, first laid out in Newman [1979: 175176], for at least a historical contrast between medial Iii and lui. In such words as
cinya 'thigh' vs. tunya = tinya 'cactus', he argues that if there were not a contrast between a front and a back high vowel, there would be no explanation for
why one word begins with a palatal and the other with an alveolar. He explains
non-palatalization of initial t- in the variant tinya 'cactus', with [i] in the first
syllable, by "the ongoing shift of short lui to Iii in various environments"
[Newman 2000:414]. My explanation for the pronunciation of the vowels in these
words is that the invariant [i] in cinya is a result of the strong fronting influence of
the preceding palatal, whereas the variation in tunya vs. tinya comes about
because [i] and [u] are not contrastive and the frame t_nya does not provide a
strong enough fronting or backing influence to stabilize the vowel. This response,
of course, begs the question as to where the palatal of cinya came from in the first
place. My answer, as already suggested, is that it probably has been inherited from
*c. Alternatively, it may be the result of phonological palatalization of *t, but even
if this is the source, we are not forced to accept a phonemic contrast between
medial Iii vs. luI. 17
There are two facts about medial short high vowels that all Hausa specialists
would accept: (1) short high vowels are subject to dialectal and local environmentally conditioned variation, and (2) the short high vowels tend to gravitate
17 The cinyaltunya case may have another explanation. Bargery gives a dialect variant tumniya
for 'cactus', suggesting that an original -m- in this word exercised a labializing influence that
prevented palatalization of the initial consonant (see below). The facts about these particular
words do not, however, invalidate the general principle of Newman's observation about words
differing in ci- vs. tu-/ti- and parallel pairings of other palatals vs. alveolars.
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phonetically to either high front unrounded or high back rounded vowel space.1 8
On the one hand, these facts about Hausa account for variants such as biiki vs.
blki 'celebration' or jim§ vs. jum§ 'spend time', and on the other hand, they
allow Hausa orthography to get by with just five vowel symbols.1 9 The factors
influencing vowel quality are complex, but they include at least the following:
• Consonants preceding and following the vowels (note that the illustrative words in the preceding paragraph have an internal conflict between
labializing and palatalizing influences, accounting for the variation).
• Vowels in preceding and following syllables (the word tuda 'hill', with
final -u has no variant *tida, but tin§;tun§ 'remember', with final -a
has i1u variation).
• Lexical or other "external" knowledge: Newman [2000:319-321]
notes how loanwords have introduced distinctions not part of the
original phonology of Hausa, e.g., toleration of short mid vowels in
closed syllables in words such as bend 'bench'. Speakers who
pronounce the word this way undoubtedly do so because they know
the English source. Similar knowledge probably has a dampening effect
on expected neutralization or variation. For example, the word d6min
'because' has a shortened variant don, typically pronounced with a
round mid vowel even though shortened mid vowels usually neutralize
to [a]; the plural of tuda 'hill' is tiiddai, a frame that should normally
admit variation with * tlddai, though this pronunciation is probably
never used because of the invariant pronunciation of the singular with
-u-.

5.3.2. Conditioning factors of medial short high vowels and effects on
coronal consonants. This section argues as follows: medial short high vowels are
not in contrast-phonetic distinctions in short high vowels result from environment, particularly immediately neighboring consonants, but also segments in neighboring syllables. Nonetheless, vowels can also affect consonants. In particular, if the
environment following a vowel is conducive to an "i-like" pronunciation of the
vowel, the vowel itself may then have an effect on the consonant that precedes it.
If the preceding consonant is an alveolar, that affect could be full palatalization. I
will adduce distributional evidence drawn from entries in Bargery [1934] to show
that there is a moderate skewing toward palatal consonants where the consonant
subsequent to the palatal is conducive to an [i] rather than [u] pronunciation of the
preceding vowel. Were Iii and lui contrastive segments, with palatalization of an
18 In this latter respect, Hausa differs from some of its Chadic cousins, like Ngizim or Miya,
which tend to use the entire high vowel space and in which the most "neutral" high vowel
\,ronunciation is a central unrounded [iJ, written "a" in the Chadic literature.
9 Though five written vowels serve quite well in a practical orthography, the exact vowel
quality of short high vowels in some environments is often indistinct, serving more as a vocalic
transition between consonants than as a clear front or back vowel. On more that one occasion, I
have seen Hausa speakers hesitate as to which vowel to write, and one finds considerable
spelling variation in modem published works.
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alveolar taking place before Iii, we would predict no correlation at all between
palatal segments and subsequent consonants. Though I suspect that Hausa inherited most initial palatal segments as palatals, it may thus be the case that at least
some palatals are a result of palatalization of alveolars induced by [i] vowels that
themselves were the result of environmental conditioning.
Let us work from the following premises:
Premise 1: The vowels [i] and [u] are not in phonological contrast but owe
their phonetic realization to the factors listed at the end of the
preceding section.
Premise 2: There is a tendency to palatalize alveolar consonants before
front vowels.
If these premises are valid we can make two corollary predictions:
Corollary 1: The pronunciation of high vowels will be less variable in
strongly fronting or backing environments than in more "neutral" environments.
Corollary 2: There will be more of a tendency to find palatal consonants
before vowels in fronting environments than backing environments.
To test these predictions and their corollaries, I made lists of all the words in
Bargery [1934] with the consonants t, s, c, and sh in word initial position before
short i and u.20 I excluded borrowed words and phonaesthetic words such as ideophones, which are less subject to the phonological canon than other categories, and
I listed words containing the same root in only one form, e.g., I listed cIka 'be full'
but not cika 'fill', ciko 'completion', cIke 'filled', cikasa 'complete', etc. Bargery
is particularly useful for a study like this because he includes all the phonological
variants (dialectal or individual) that he recorded as well as many dialectally
restricted words. The figures I assembled must be viewed as approximationsborrowings undoubtedly slipped in, there are probably some repeated listings of
the same root (are sUM 'eat large quantity of good tuwo', silla 'stalk used as
spinning stick', sille 'get free', sille 'wear gown without trousers' somehow
related?), and there are surely many cases where Bargery did not list existing
variants simply because they did not come to his attention. Nonetheless, the
samples are large enough that a fairly compelling picture emerges.
To keep the number of variables under control, I restricted my listings to two
environments: those where the CV - of interest was immediately followed by a
labial consonant or a labialized velar (abbreviated "P" and "Kw" below) and
20 I did not make similar counts for the voiced coronals. This was partly because of the tedium
of assembling such lists, but the resulting picture would also probably not be as sharp as for the
voiceless sounds. As noted above (see fn. 15), d has been less subject to palatalizing influence
than the other alveolars, and moreover, palatalized d and z have fallen together as j, making it
impossible to compare the numbers of words with d and z with the numbers of words having
their palatalized counterparts.
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those where the CV - was immediately followed by a coronal or a non-labialized
velar (abbreviated "T" and "K" below). In the case of consonant sequences in the
following environment, I listed NC (N = nasal homorganic to C) with words
having singletons at the same point of articulation. Syllable final liquids and slz turn
out to be "transparent" in terms of conditioning effect, so I included words like
turml 'mortar', sul6i 'slipperiness', tusm§ "the evil eye" in the lists with the "P"
environment. The table in (22) gives small representative sets of the types of words
in the lists. I show variants separated by a slash where Bargery lists them. Bargery
shows no variants for the other words. I have taken a few liberties with glosses to
make them fit on one line.
Consider first the distribution of the vowels [i] vs. [u] by environment:
• tV, sV I_T/K: Bargery gives variants with V = i and u for 10-20% of
these. For the remainder he gives roughly half with i, half with u. Bargery
could, of course, give variants only where he actually attested them. I have
personally never heard many of the words in these lists, but for at least some
of those that I do know, I have heard variants that Bargery does not list. For
example, he gives only surk§ 'mix a liquid or grain into water', but the
pronunciation I first heard for this word was sirk§ (which I included in the
table above). My guess is that ALL these words admit variation, though the
following syllable may sometimes also exercise an influence.
• tV, sV I_P/Kw: Out of a list of 50 words for sV, Bargery has only 3 with
i, two of which have variants with u. Out of a list of 98 words for tV,
Bargery gives only two with i, one of which has a variant with u. The only
explanation for this distribution is that the labiality of the following consonant
is determining the pronunciation of the vowel.
• cV, shY I_T/K: The only vowel in these environments is i, i.e. vowel
pronunciation correlates directly with preceding consonant.
• cV, shY I_P/Kw: The only vowel in I_P is i. In I_Kw, the vowel u
strongly predominates. There are only four words with shVKw, in all of
which Kw = w.2 1 Bargery gives two of these with i (cf. shirw§ in the table
above). Out of 17 words with cVKw ... , Bargery has only 6 where V = i, one
with a variant u (cukwlkwlya = cikwlkwlya 'become tangled').
With a "neutral" consonant (t, s in this case) preceding and a "neutral"
environment following (_T/K in this case), the vowels [i] and [u] are subject to
dialectal or idiolectal variation. With a "neutral" consonant (t, s in this case)
preceding and a labializing environment following (_P/Kw in this case), the only
vowel is [u]. To claim that the high vowels are now, or at some time in the nottoo-distant past have been in contrast would predict relative stability of specific
vowels across dialects and a fairly free and unpredictable distribution of the two
vowels regardless of environment. The distribution documented here shows that
neither of these predictions is borne out.

21 I concur with Newman's [2000:392,416] phonological classification of w with the labialized
velars.

(22) Sample words with #[+coronal]ilu intial syllables
t
_TIK

-

PlKw

c

sh

s

'remember'

cida

'thunder'

siaa/suaa

tirje
tikVtuki

'to squash'

drnaka

'biting ant'

'roof apex'

dka

'be full'

'swinging'
shi116
shingaIiya 'roving'

tirke/turke 'tether post'

cizga

'pull out hair'

'strain'
sirtace
sirka/surka 'dilute'
sunfa
'stuff mouth'

shirga

'do much'

tufa

'clothes'

dbllbi16 'bat'

'silence'

shi6a

'tease cotton'

turml

'mortar'

'churn cover'

'remove bran'

shibd

'thatch grass'

tukunya

'pot'

ciIml
dwJIo

slmVsuml
surfJ

'semi-shade'

sukuwa

'galloping'

shimge

'fence'

Q

tumklya

'sheep'

sunguml

'hoe'

shirwa

'kite'

rio

-------

dnkoso 'traffic'
-

-

-

-

'wipe bowl'

shirii

~
S-

tina/tuna

'silence'

is'

"-

§o
....
CO
;::!

So

~

""....

~

......

N

W
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In support of a vowel contrast, one could argue that ALL these cases where the
preceding consonant is an alveolar are reconstructable as *Cu-. Original *Ci- is
represented by the words beginning with palatals, where i is the exclusive vowel
except for words with the strongest labializing environment, I_Kw, following. In
order to avoid circular reasoning in favor of either the "no vowel contrast"
hypothesis or the "Iii -lui contrast" hypothesis, we need additional evidence. Such
evidence can be found in the distribution of syllables following the syllable beginning with a palatal, i.e., whether or not the following environment would be
conducive to conditioning a vowel that itself might cause palatalization of an
alveolar. The predictions are as follows:
• The "contrast" hypothesis (i and u are in phonological contrast) predicts
that the distribution of initial ITi- syllables (IT = palatal consonant) across
the lexicon should be unrelated to anything about the phonological form of
the rest of the word.
• The "no contrast" hypothesis (i and u are conditioned variants of a single
vowel phoneme) predicts that ITi- syllables should be favored where the
following environment is conducive to conditioning a preceding [i] and
should be disfavored where the following environment is conducive to
conditioning a preceding [u].
Data above suggested that the environment I_T/K, while not strongly conditioning preceding [i], is compatible with it. Data for the environment I_P/Kw,
on the other hand, essentially precludes [i] except where the preceding consonant
is a palatal. For simplicity, we will thus call I_T/K a "fronting" environment and
I_P/Kw a "backing" environment. Consider the figures in (23) based on the lists
assembled from Bargery.
Syllables beginning with the alveolar segments t and s though not strongly
skewed toward either environment, slightly favor the "backing" environment:
53.9% and 54.3%, respectively, in I_P/Kw vs. 46.1 % and 45.7%, respectively, in
I_T/K. Syllables beginning with the palatal segments c and sh, on the other hand,
appear nearly twice as often in "fronting" environments as in "backing" ones:
39.2% and 33.9%, respectively, in I_P/Kw vs. 60.8% and 66.1 %, respectively, in
1_T/K. These figures support the "no vowel contrast" hypothesis, i.e., if palatalization of alveolars were a result solely of the presence of a following underlying Iii,
there would be no reason to expect any correlation at all with the environment
following the syllable with the palatal, much less a correlation one way with
syllables beginning in alveolars as a group vs. a correlation the other way with
syllables beginning in palatals as a group. Note furthermore that in terms of
absolute numbers, there are over twice as many syllables beginning in alveolars as
in palatals, a distribution that is similar to that of languages with morphological
palatalization, but not one that would be predicted under the "vowel contrast"
hypothesis assuming that there would be about as many words containing internal
Iii as internal luI,22

22 I have no vowel counts for Hausa, though even a cursory glance at a dictionary shows a (with
or without length) to be by far the most frequent vowel. My impression is that i is actually more
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One figure among the palatals in (23) stands out, viz. sh in I P. This
configuration represents over a quarter of all the cases of shY syllables. Nine of the
15 tokens of this configuration have closed initial syllables, e.g., shibd 'thatch
grass' (> shud in Kano Hausa), shibka 'plant' (> shuka in Kano Hausa), shimge
'fence' (> shinge in Kano Hausa), shlr8ace 'confusion'. Indeed, there are no
words in any dialect of modem Hausa with the form si/uPC ... (P = any labial
consonant, C = any non-labial), a fact that Paul Newman pointed out to me in
personal communication. Using d as a cover symbol for any short high vowel, it
appears that the historical development *d> [i] Is_[+grave]C ... and *s > sh
I_[i] has the status of regular sound change in the Neogrammarian sense,
explaining why all cases of Klingenheben' s Law involving syllables of the form
*sdKlPC have sh in modem Hausa, including not only the examples cited above
with syllable finallabials, but also syllables reconstructed as having been closed by
velars as in shuna 'incite' < *shikna (cf. dialect variant kizna, probably also related
to saka 'release'), shuda 'mentally deficient person' < *shikda (cf. doublet
sukana).2 3 In other environments, palatalization of alveolars has been more sporadic but has been facilitated or impeded by whether other aspects of a word's
phonological make up have tended to draw the following vowel toward the front
or the back.
In summary, I find nothing in Hausa to support either a synchronic or a
historical contrast between medial short high vowels. Apparent minimal pairs like
gida vs. guda find an explanation in the independently required contrast in velars.
Nor is there any reason to appeal to an Iii vs. lui contrast to explain a word initial
contrast between palatal vs. alveolar consonants. Hausa must have inherited many
palatals as such, but even those that have come about through palatalization of
alveolars can probably be explained by high vowels conditioned toward [i] by a
following environment, with that conditioned [i] then affecting the preceding
consonant.

6. Conclusion
Morphological palatalization, well-documented for a number of languages in the
Biu-Mandara branch of the Chadic language family, must be a feature descending
from an early period in the history of the family and inherited into both the BiuMandara and West Chadic branches. Though this phenomenon is not as widespread in West Chadic as it is in Biu-Mandara, it functions in one documented
West Chadic language, Miya, in very much the way as it does in Biu-Mandara
languages. In the BadelNgizim subgroup of West Chadic, one language, Duwai,
exhibits certain alternations that are best explained as being remnants of an earlier,
more active process of morphological palatalization. The presence of palatals and
rules of palatalization in other West Chadic languages seem to involve lexicalized
23 The doublet is of interest because it suggests that the word originally had a long i1 in the first
syllable. When the syllable was closed, the automatically shortened i1 became neutralized as just a
"short hiQh vowel" and underwent the reQular sound chanQes orooosed here.
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palatals and palatalization as a local phonological process. In Bole, relatively free
variation between alveolars and palatals in some lexical items is reminiscent of
morphological palatalization, which tends to show variable effects on individual
segments. In Hausa, there is an active process that palatalizes alveolars before front
vowels, but this process is generally restricted to alternations affecting specific
morphemes. On the other hand, Hausa appears to have inherited palatal consonants in a large number of words where a source in phonologically conditioned
palatalization is not available. Close examination of the distribution of alveolar and
palatal consonants in the environment of high vowels suggests that even where a
palatal appears before i, it is just as likely that the palatal is original and is
conditioning the vowel as it is that the vowel is original and caused an erstwhile
alveolar to palatalize. The substantial number of apparently underived palatals in
Hausa may be a reflex of lexicalized palatals originally resulting from morphological palatalization.
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